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The Wellington Academy Language Programmes provide an excellent opportunity for
learners to develop English Language skills whether it be in preparation for a bilingual or
international school setting or as an enriching learning experience.
At Wellington College China, we want all of our pupils, irrespective of their age, to
develop a love of language. Through the Wellington Academy Language Programme,
English language is developed as a process over time through purposeful listening,
speaking, reading and writing tasks, while simultaneously guiding them towards achieving
the Wellington Identity; to be Inspired, Intellectual, Independent, Individual and Inclusive.
Learners can decode words, they can make sense of the written and the spoken word
and over time they will be inspired to produce their own creative and imaginative stories
and passages in English with confidence. They will express themselves effectively, developing the intellectual skills to create their own narratives and explanations by connecting
ideas or events.
Learners will partake in activities which explore everyday themes and topics will encourage them to interact dynamically in various group activities to develop their listening and
speaking skills. Rich, discovery based, experiential learning is achieved through role play,
song, interactive technology and purposeful dialogue all supported through a variety of
engaging resources to help a child foster a holistic awareness of the world around them
and will inspire them in their development of the English Language.
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班级 1

班级 2

班级 3

班级 4

4-6岁
启蒙

4-6岁
初级

7-10岁
启蒙

7-10岁
初级/进阶
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